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Executive Summary

This report sets out to evaluate the economic case for investment  
in the low carbon economy in Oxfordshire. 

The global opportunity for low carbon goods and services is likely to be very large in the coming 
decades. Annual global investment in low carbon will need to rise by about $1 trillion, with a 
total investment in low carbon energy, buildings and transport of as much as $20 trillion in the 
period 2010 to 2030. So the business opportunities are large and growing.

Oxfordshire is well positioned to become a low carbon economy leader. National data shows 
that our low carbon sectors already generate £1.15 billion/year in sales and employ 8,800 
people: 7% of Oxfordshire’s economy. 

The shift to a low carbon economy requires broad innovation, which is consistent with Oxfordshire 
strengths as a knowledge economy and the growth plans of the Local Enterprise Partnership 
(LEP). Oxfordshire has strengths in several key economic sectors for a low carbon future –
building technologies, alternative fuels and vehicles, and renewable energy technologies. 

Oxfordshire’s world class universities, R&D capabilities and start-up companies have some 
exciting opportunities, for example in renewable energy technologies, low carbon transport and 
smart energy and transport systems. Partnerships with larger companies are already bringing 
new technologies to deployment at scale.

Low-carbon innovation and investment can generate significant employment and economic 
output. Outcomes will depend on the scale of innovation success, but we estimate that an 
ambitious low carbon investment programme over the next 15 years might add £1.35 billion 
annually to the Oxfordshire economy by 2030, creating over 11,000 new jobs.

There are good reasons to believe that the fundamentals of our economy provide the basis 
on which to build. Oxfordshire has a key strategic position in south east England, with  
the combination of good access to London and a high quality natural and cultural environment 
that can attract investors, entrepreneurs and high skilled labour. The LEP and local  
government support business investment, with plans for growth and science parks attractive 
to innovative companies. 

Oxfordshire has a growing and innovative low carbon service sector – in, for example, 
consultancy, finance, law and accountancy. Supportive and increasingly joined-up networks 
exist in business, research and local government. And Oxfordshire has nationally leading 
community groups and civil society initiatives in low carbon. Together these contribute to a 
low carbon ecosystem that can support research, innovative businesses and infrastructure 
providers in building a prosperous low carbon economy.

Just to meet our climate commitments, Oxfordshire will collectively need to invest at least £100 
million/year to 2030, and perhaps treble that if we have aspirations for low carbon leadership. 
This may seem a large and off-putting number, but it is consistent with what is needed for 
important sectors of the local economy and the development of modern infrastructure. And 
it looks very small compared to the over £1 billion/year that Oxfordshire currently spends on 
carbon based energy sources, none of which are produced in the county. Low carbon research 
and innovation can turn those cash outflows into productive investment, economic activity and 
jobs within the County.
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There is a wide range of investors whose interests intersect with this agenda. Research and 
development funding is available from the UK Research Councils, Innovate UK (formerly known 
as the Technology Strategy Board) and the EU’s Horizon 2020 programme, amongst others. 
These bodies encourage (and sometimes require) collaborative projects between different 
organisations and sectors (especially between research and industry).

For start-up and early-stage businesses, Oxfordshire is well endowed with venture capitalists, 
angel investors and others. However, there are challenges in terms of the perceived benefits 
of investing in low-carbon ventures, and a wider problem (shared with the rest of the country) 
in attracting sufficient investors from London. These issues can be addressed to a degree 
through coordination of work and aggregation of the investment opportunity to increase scale.

The global business opportunities correlate with local areas needing infrastructure investment 
– transport, buildings and electricity. If Oxfordshire’s new infrastructure is built to be smart and 
low carbon, it will support the innovative low carbon sectors, not only by providing effective 
infrastructure, but also as an early home market and testing ground for low carbon innovation. 
A coordinated programme of local ‘living laboratories’ could help create and spread the learning 
needed to achieve these objectives.
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Figure 4.1: The low carbon living laboratories  
       as a driver of Oxfordshire’s economy
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In the infrastructure sectors, investment is available from central government through 
competitively-awarded challenge funds. Infrastructure projects are also highly collaborative, 
so once again the coordination of effort (and funding) will be key, involving Network Rail, the 
Highways Agency, electricity Distribution Network Operators and others. 

And last but not least, every homeowner, vehicle owner and business will be investing in their 
own assets, presenting many opportunities for deployment of cost effective energy efficiency. 
Barriers to energy efficiency exist (e.g. up-front costs, low awareness of potential, consumer 
mistrust, lack of skills and knowledge in building firms), so support activities are needed to 
stimulate demand and build the capacity to deliver.
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The principal role of the LEP and local authorities in relation to all of these different types of 
investors is not to provide the bulk of the investment, but to catalyse and coordinate.

Effective land use planning will be important. This report does not seek to set out a planning 
blueprint for the County, but it identifies some important themes. The planning system needs 
to enable high quality space for innovative companies, with good access to university and 
R&D centre partners. But planning also needs to facilitate early investment in smart, green 
infrastructure for new developments, and to ensure that those developments are at the most 
appropriate scales and densities. Transport infrastructure and land-use planning need to be 
thought of in terms of making homes, workplaces, and leisure destinations accessible, not 
simply in terms of increasing capacity on roads and rail lines.

Some risks and challenges of Oxfordshire’s growth plans have already been identified, 
especially the need for adequate infrastructure investment to enable investment and growth. 
The nature of this investment could play a key role in assisting a globally competitive low 
carbon economy in Oxfordshire. However, if the investment is made in such a way that it 
locks Oxfordshire in to a high-carbon future, the risks to economic and social welfare are set  
to increase. 

Quality of life is also important – not only to current residents, but also to prospective 
businesses looking to locate their activities. Investment in low carbon infrastructure is likely to 
make Oxfordshire a better place to live. “Co-benefits” include easier and more reliable journeys 
(from better communications and more efficient modes of transport), air quality (from reduced 
noxious emissions from fossil fuels), public health (from that better air quality, a more active 
population and better heated homes), poverty reduction (from the improvement of homes with 
high heating costs), and comfort (from better designed and operated buildings). 

Delivering this will take coordinated and decisive action to secure investment in low carbon 
innovation and infrastructure. We conclude that developing Oxfordshire’s low carbon economy 
needs a three-pronged approach:

1. Supporting innovation, building effective clusters of innovation that link research and 
development to early stage deployment in key potential low carbon growth sectors –
alternative fuels and low carbon vehicles, building technologies, low carbon energy and 
supporting service sectors.

2. Enabling infrastructure, through public policy and planning, to provide the framework for 
business growth and living laboratories for new technologies and business models. 

3. Coordinating the many potential source of investment in innovation, business development 
and infrastructure.

The City Deal, Strategic Economic Plan, European Structural Investment Fund, Oxfordshire 
Growth Deal, and the nascent ‘Smart City’ strategy, provide a framework for growth. The 
challenge is to use the opportunity of economic growth plans to set Oxfordshire on a low-
carbon path, rather than locking the county in to a high-carbon future, which will be more 
expensive and difficult to remedy in decades to come.

The European Structural Investment Fund targets some modest resources on the low carbon 
sector and the OxFutures initiative sets some more ambitious goals. More will be needed to 
deliver an identified thriving and genuinely low-carbon economy for Oxfordshire, but a start is 
already being made. 




